
THIS YEAR YOUR CHILD WILL BEGIN TO:

PEEK OF THE WEEK

LANGUAGE & 
LITERACY

EXPRESSION & 
DISCOVERY

MATH & 
MANIPULATIVES

SOCIAL & 
LINGUISTIC

SINGING SPROUTS & 
MUSIC APPRECIATION

SPANISH & 
SIGNING SPROUTS

Parents: if you would like to participate in any of your child's classroom 
activities and/or volunteer your time, please see your classroom teacher!

NOTES & 
REMINDERS

CONSTRUCTION & 
DISCOVERY

INFANT

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/Oa9sC4xGoEfARL2uxMxch?domain=youtu.be

	Text13: March 23 - 27, 2020
	Text14: Join us for our daily Facebook LIVES.9:30 AM: Morning Group Time and Activity Idea12 PM: Yoga and Mindfulness3 PM: Movement and StoryLike our page to watch!
	Text17: Spring Rain BottlesUsing three empty water bottles, fill each half way, with either rice, beans or popcorn kernels.  Replace the cap and secure with a drop of glue.  Roll the water bottles back and forth to each other, verbally describing how they sound like rain - first a drizzle (rice) and then a thunderstorm (beans or kernels).  Shake them to hear a Spring thunderstorm!
	Text20: Spanish Sprouts:Spring: la primavera (pree-mah-VEHrah)Rain: la lluvia (YOOVYAH)Flower: la flor (FLOHR)Sun: el sol (SOHL)Click here to watch the Signing Sprouts for Spring!
	Text21: "The Days of Spring"Tune: The Farmer in the DellThe days of spring are here.Warm, sunny days are near.Birds in trees, flowers and bees,The days of spring are here.
	Text22: Rainbow Counting:Each day, focus on one color of a rainbow - red, orange, yellow, green, blue or purple.  See how many things you can find and count that are each color? 
	Text18: Spring Things, Dr SuessWhen Will It Be Spring, Catherine WaltersThe Tiny Seed, Eric Carle
	Text19: Encourage language development by repeating Spring words and having children repeat them - especially as the words relate to the day's weather and the activities you are engaging in.Spring, rain, flower, sun, grass, clouds, birds and trees are all great Spring words to introduce and reinforce.
	Text23: Building an Ice RainbowCreate various colored ice cubes by adding a drop of food coloring to each section of an ice cube tray, then filling with water.  Gently stir for even color.  Freeze.  Once frozen, allow children to build, discover and explore with their rainbow colored ice cubes.  
	Text16: At-Home Activities
	Text27: Theme:  Spring


